Nomads
The Award Winning Collection by William Fortescue

Red Eight Gallery are delighted to introduce William’s award winning
collection, ‘Nomads’ . The series depicts Africa’s most iconic species in their
natural habitats, displaying organic behaviours - a key element in William’s
work.
“Putting this collection together has been some of the most enjoyable and
challenging work of my career. Knowing we had to top our ‘African Origins’
collection, and produce original work, meant visiting new locations as well as an old
favourite, Amboseli.
In the end I visited seven locations in two African countries - Kenya and
Uganda - but ultimately felt that only six images lived up to high the standards we
set.” William Fortescue
While some were the result of dozens if not hundreds of attempts, others
were instinctive ‘spur of the moment’ creations.
‘Michael’ for instance, was the culmination of five days spent following the
same elephant, waiting for three vital elements to come together; a clear view
of Mt. Kilimanjaro, strong cloud formations and a front on view of one of
Africa’s future icons.
On the other hand, ‘Storm’, William’s first zebra print to be released, was the
product of ‘right place, right time’ as, while a herd of zebra grazed on the horizon, the last turned to look back for any following predators. While to some
this may seem fortuitous, it is more a testament to the hours put in in the field
to create new work.

“I take real issue with the concept of luck in photography, the more hours you
put in the greater the possibilities. While I had not planned the image ‘Storm’ to
the extent I may have with ‘Michael’ or ‘Kalite’, my field notes show I have now
spent a shade over 2,000 hours on safari in the Maasai Mara, so eventually
outcomes you have not planned can provide some of the most exciting results.
Wildlife rarely works on your schedule.” William Fortescue
‘Nomads’ also contains another first for William, with ‘57’ a panoramic image
of an elephant herd created by combining three separate images. This
required an immense amount of patience, as combining three images to
one, while relatively simple as a technique, is a culmination of hours of trial
and error - there were plenty of failures before ’57’ was realised.
As ever, William’s work explores our relationship with animals, so it is with
real pleasure ‘Crescent’, of an Ankole cattle on Ol Pejeta Conservancy, has
been included. Perhaps no species on the planet highlights our bizarre
relationship with nature more than the humble cow, so having it included
along side some truly iconic species is a proud moment for the artist.
A week prior to release, we were delighted to hear the entire collection
had been awarded ‘platinum’ at the inaugural Muse Photography Awards.
This means in 2022 alone, William’s images have now received 15 individual
awards.
Each of these six images will support David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation’s
holistic conservation approach. 10% from each print sale is donated to the
organisation as they work tirelessly across Africa and Asia to protect the
animals William adores to photograph.
Julian Usher, CEO Red Eight Gallery

“Nomads is driven by my desire to depict iconic species in their natural
environment, displaying organic behaviours.
Given I often strive to create my work from within a handful of feet from my
subjects, this collection has been some of the most challenging work of my career.”

Amboseli

Michael

September, 2021

Michael
They say the definition of insanity is repeating the same process many times
over and expecting different results. If this is the case, I must be insane, and
I suspect many people I have worked with in the field would agree with this.
I say this because my work is centred around constantly repeating the same
process until I get an exciting result.
Working in Amboseli has become a recent obsession. Since the end of 2020 I
have visited on multiple occasions, staying for longer each time. Each day
follows the same routine; leave at 6am before the sun appears on the
eastern horizon and drive with dear friend and guide Eric Ole Kalama to a
culvert over the dirt road, for here, even though only a meter above ground
level, our binoculars cover the earth for miles in any direction.
Through the gloom we are searching for one thing - ivory. Ivory so large, so
white that the first rays of morning sun glint off its rounded hilt, visible from
over a mile away, where Eric and I stand atop the roof of the Land Rover.
Ivory like this is rare now. Some organisations say as few as 10 super tuskers
still walk the plains of Africa. If this is the case, the elephant we are looking for
is number 11. A future icon, an elephant who at just 29 has the undoubtable
makings of a Super Tusker. His name is Michael.
This is the fourth day straight we have looked for him. The previous three have
been fruitless. Glimpses at best, but no images to show for it. He is in musth,
his sole interest is mating with females, our car is nothing but an unwelcome
distraction.
To get the shot, Michael is first going to have to mate with Elliot, a female he
has pursued for three days, almost as patiently as we have followed him. Our
hopes for a good image are pinned on Elliot’s co-operation.

Until he has mated, there is no chance he will be calm enough for us to
approach.
We find Michael, following him through Amboseli’s open plains and in to the
doom palm forest. Signs are positive that today may be the day and,
magically, they mate, out of sight in the depths of the forest.
As if the weight of the looming Mt Kilimanjaro has been taken off his
shoulders, Michael wanders the park with renewed calmness, our chance is
now.
10 hours since we first sighted him that morning, and four days in to
following him, he stands just 20 feet in front of us, perfectly placed between
my camera lens and the mountain. Slowly, calmly, he walks towards us, the
ivory we so admire hanging almost symmetrically from his mouth. His trunk
sways underneath him, twisting as he tears out fresh grass from the earth,
the crunch as the roots are dislodged providing the only noises I can
process other than the whir of my cameras focussing system.
Within seconds he has walked past me, ignoring us, as unmoved by our
presence as I am buoyed by his. He has, without doubt, provided me with
the moment of my career.
Available Sizes:
Standard (Edition of 5): 48 x 32” (123 x 83cm)
Large (Edition of 3): 74 x 48” (189 x 121cm)

Ol Pejeta

Kalite

October, 2021

Kalite
When we originally released ‘African Origins’ last year, a few people asked me
why we had not included any rhino images. The answer was simple, at the time
of release there was nothing I had taken that could sit along side the quality of
my other work.
Following my first trip to Kenya’s Ol Pejeta Conservancy in 2021, we released
‘Precipice’, taken on my first evening there that year, with two editions raising
good sums at the Helping Rhinos event at the Royal Geographic Society.

Having been desperate for a large male rhino all week, Kalite appeared on
our final evening as two younger males engaged in a Herculean fight over
a female. His sudden appearance ended the 45 minute tussle immediately,
scaring the two younger challengers off before he wallowed in a mud bath,
creating the rugged texture seen across his body.
We had an hour of light to work with and the perfect rhino, all that was
needed was a little persistence.

Heading back just a few months later, I had a clear shot in mind; a white rhino,
front on, taken from as low and as close as I could get without upsetting it.
Organic behaviour, as ever, is paramount in my work.

Where he went we slowly followed, employing the same tactic we had all
week. Kalite showed more interest in us than any rhino had previously, giving
us cause to believe things might finally work in our favour.

For five days we followed various rhinos, with Sammy Kariuki, my exceptionally
patient guide and Simon Nakito, one of Ol Pejeta’s expert rangers coming up
with a novel plan.

And so it was, just after 6pm and a few minutes before the sun would finish
its descent below the horizon, I lay under the bumper as Kalite lifted his
head, took a step forward and appeared to gaze at the spot at which I lay.

Knowing I wanted to photograph from ground level, and with Simon able to
identify rhino that were more amenable to being approached, Sammy
suggested I walk along side our safari car, level with the front wheels, keeping
the vehicle between myself and the rhino. We would approach from down
wind, relying on the fact rhino have weak eyesight, then as we got close
enough I would lie under the front bumper, indistinguishable from the car (as
far as the rhino was concerned) and work away.

For me, goosebumps, butterflies and jubilation. For him, mild disinterest
upon realising I was nothing of concern. A moment that will live in my memory far longer than it will his.

Mostly this resulted in ‘almost’ moments. The rhino would look up as Sammy
cut the engine, view us with vague indifference and return to grazing. The key
moment was the look up, it would generally only happen once, if I missed it
then the chance was gone. Too often we either were not close enough, the
light was wrong or the image just looked off. Until we met Kalite.

Large (Edition of 3): 73 x 50” (186 x 128cm)

Available Sizes:
Standard (Edition of 5): 48 x 35” (123 x 88cm)

Ol Pejeta

Cattle of Kings

August, 2021

Cattle of Kings
Perhaps no species personifies our bizarre relationship with animals more than
the humble cow. Revered and worshipped by some, eaten by many and worn
by others, cattle have been an integral companion for homo sapiens for the
last 10,000 years.
Cows, as individuals, have fascinated me since childhood - as they would
anyone growing up next to a dairy farm. They are also the species that inspired
my journey in to photography as one of my earliest photographs of a highland
cow, taken in Scotland, became my first print sale in 2018. It is with real pride
therefore, that I am able to include this beautiful Ankole in ‘Nomads’.
Known in Africa as ‘the cattle of Kings’, Ankole cattle (or Ankole-Watsui to give
them their full name), are amongst the most valuable on the continent and
their ancestors, the Egyptian Long Horned Cattle, are displayed in pictographs
inside the Great Pyramids. At least two African presidents are known to keep
herds.
Striking in appearance and instantly recognisable, their horns are used to
regulate body temperature. Blood circulates through and is cooled by vessels
in the horns, before returning to their bodies - an imperative adaptation
enabling them to survive the intense heat of East Africa.
My first encounter with these cows was on Ol Pejeta conservancy, a place I
have previously created some of my best selling rhino work. Here cattle are an
integral part of their conservation success, indeed the conservancy was once a
cattle ranch before becoming the world renowned operation it is today.
With my latest collection focussing largely on individual animals, finding the
right cow to work with was key. The white markings and stunning symmetry
of the horns stood out amongst the herd and the storm clouds provide the
perfect backdrop - I rarely work without them these days.

Having made a career out of photographing wildlife, it might seem peculiar
to include a cow in this collection but I believe it fully deserves its place.
Not only is it one of the most dynamic images I have taken but it is time we
all see cows as equal to lion, elephant or rhino. They are after all, all sentient
beings.
Available Sizes:
Standard (Edition of 5): 48 x 41” (123 x 101cm)
Large (Edition of 3): 60 x 50” (150 x 128cm)

Amboseli

57

October, 2021

57
None of my prints have required more trial and error than ‘57’. Created by
combining three separate images in to one panoramic piece, there are stacks
of failures on the metaphorical cutting room floor.
Shot in Amboseli, home to one of Africa’s last great elephant populations, the
image is testament to the regions success in protecting its wildlife as well as to
the vast, rugged landscape as dust devils dancing along the horizon.
I now spend more time in Amboseli than I do anywhere else. Working with
elephants has become an obsession and frankly nowhere else I have been
comes close to matching Amboseli’s image potential.
Last September I was there for ten days, working as ever with Eric Ole Kalama
- a mercurial talent in the guiding world who I have eulogised about regularly
in my image write ups.
We had already got our collections headline shot, ‘Michael’ in the can, so could
now turn our attention to the herds.
Given our timing coincided with the peak of dry season, and rain had not
fallen for months, the chances of seeing a large herd were slim. When food and
water are abundant elephant families can form ‘super herds’, buoyed by the
readiness of nourishment and safe in the knowledge of all members being able
to eat and drink well. As dry seasons set in, herds split in to smaller families so
as to reduce competition amongst themselves.
This left our chances at the slimmer end of the spectrum, but as ever Eric filled
me with fresh confidence that all would be well.
We figured our best chance was at the start of the day, when the herds would
be coming in from the eastern border of the park towards the Ol Tukai marsh
in the center. We had seen small groups coming in on this route for the last
few days but nothing close to the numbers we were hoping for.

It was on our ninth and penultimate day that we saw a swath of dust on
the horizon. Dust displaced by what we hoped would be hundreds of wide,
padded elephant footprints. Eric, always a step ahead of me, just smiled
when I asked if he thought it was a big herd.
As it transpired, two herds of roughly 30 each were merging to form as one,
the point they would join just a few hundred meters ahead of us. We got
there first and, lying on the ground, awaited their arrival, finger hovering on
my Nikon’s shutter release.
To create a panoramic image, I had to shoot three individual images, starting
with one of just the rear third of the herd, before quickly panning through
and getting another of the middle section and finally one of the front. This
way I would be moving my camera in the same direction of the elephants
and have more chance of things finally going to plan. I would then take the
three images and merge them in an editing software, resulting in a seamless,
intricately detailed panorama.
Knowing there was no way I could tell if this process worked until I got the
images on my computer, we made a number of attempts. Driving along side
the herd, making regular stops just ahead of them and repeating the process
of panning. My camera making as much noise as the herd, who move so
effortlessly and silently across the earth.
Thankfully, one of all the many attempted came together, the result being an
image I am immensely proud of and one that shows in breath taking detail,
57 elephants moving as one through Amboseli.
Available Sizes:
Standard (Edition of 5)*: 59 x 24” (150 x 61cm)
*Due to the unique dimensions of 57, it will only be offered in one size

Maasai Mara

Half Tail

August, 2021

Half Tail
There are no short cuts when it comes to photographing lions. Creating a
good photograph is relatively simple, they are after all, one of the planet’s most
iconic species. The difficulty is capturing something original.

Available Sizes:

One of the best places to photograph lions is the Maasai Mara in Kenya,
famous for being home to a number of lion prides seen in various BBC or
National Geographic nature documentaries. It is also where I lived for three
years, working out of Governors’ Camp and following the local lion prides
every day.

Large (Edition of 3): 71 x 50” (181 x 128cm)

Throughout this time I hoped to create a low angle shot of a male lion with a
clean background, something that was never easy as they spend a great deal of
time sleeping in the shade, meaning images were often messy - filled with long
grass or think bush. It took until my last week, when I had been in the Mara for
18 of the last 30 months, for the right moment to present itself.
We had been following this male, Half Tail, for a few days. He appeared to be
moving territory and establishing himself in a marsh only a few hundred
metres from my cottage - making us as good as neighbours.
Just as dusk was falling, and I’d been with Half Tail for a couple of hours
already, he finally kicked in to action. As I lay on the floor of our car, level with
his feet and about five metres from where he stood, he scanned the horizon,
presumably looking for dinner and thankfully, the light was just on our side as
moments after I took this he disappeared in to the darkness.
This was the first time I’ve been able to photograph arguably Africa’s most
iconic animal, by hand, from such a perspective - a real challenge working with
wild lions. A special thanks must go to Bernard Koros, Robert Chebusit,
Duncan Sorodo and all the guides at Governors’ Camp Collection. They all
spent hours with me working on lion imagery and the images are testament
to their immense patience and skill.

Standard (Edition of 5): 48 x 35” (123 x 90cm)

Maasai Mara

Storm

September, 2021

Storm
I take real issue with the concept of luck in photography, the more hours you
put in the greater the possibilities. While I had not planned ‘Storm’ to the
extent I may have with ‘Michael’ or ‘Kalite’, my field notes show I have now
spent a shade over 2,000 hours on safari in the Maasai Mara, so eventually
outcomes you have not planned can provide some of the most exciting results.
Wildlife rarely works on your schedule.
A good zebra shot has eluded me for years. Despite living and working in the
Maasai Mara for much of my early 20’s, where zebra were numerous, things
had failed to work out before. Perhaps due in part to my obsession with
elephant and big cat shots.
As time wore on though, and I spent longer in the reserve, I was drawn more
towards the lesser appreciated species. Sightings around the more sought after
species are often flooded with vehicles - as many as 70 cars were counted
around a cheetah sighting recently, and who wants to be part of that crowd.
On one of my final evenings in the reserve, as my time working there was
drawing to a close, storm clouds gathered on the boundary of Mara North
conservancy, so it was there we headed. Much, I expect, to my guide Bernard
Koros’ dismay.
“Why must we always drive towards the rain, William?”
My response, “because no one else is”, drew a small chuckle and despite me
always asking to drive in the direction of a storm, in our three years working
together I have never seen Koros get stuck.
As we reached the boundary, a herd of zebra were making their way over
the ridge ahead of us. Directing Koros to a low point where I knew we could
create a false horizon, I settled on the last zebra in the group, increasing the
chance of a clean shot while, miraculously, a beam of light broke through the

clouds and drew out the contrast in the zebras stripes against the stormy
backdrop. While I say I take issue with luck, someone was smiling down on
me somewhere that day.
As the light provided the penultimate piece of the jigsaw, the flick of the tail
offered the final one. It was all I needed to inject some energy to the image,
adding as much as the storm clouds above. The image needs both to work.
Available Sizes:
Standard (Edition of 5): 48 x 31” (123 x 80cm)
Large (Edition of 3): 74 x 46” (189 x 117cm)

“My grandfather, David, would delight in our partnership with William.
It celebrates a continent which inspired his life’s work and deepest passions while
making a real and meaningful impact on the wildlife he dedicated his life to savingl”

Georgina Lamb, CEO David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation

With conservation of the natural world at the heart of William’s work, not
only is a healthy environment vital for the future of our planet, it is also
something he is reliant on for a career.
William, along with many others, firmly believe that the best way to
engage audiences to protect wildlife is by demonstrating its unrivalled
beauty. Art, therefore, plays a pivotal role in connecting us with wildlife, for
only when we love and understand something will we strive to protect it.
With this in mind, it is with great pleasure William and David Shepherd
Wildlife Foundation (DSWF) begin the second year of their successful
photographic partnership. Their shared aim of creating awareness,
engagement and funding for conservation through art makes the
relationship a natural fit.
Since DSWF’s inception in 1984, they have directly granted over £11.5
million to conservation projects across 17 countries in two continents.
A remarkable achievement for a charity who, at their own admission,
constantly have to punch above their weight.
Over the last 38 years the organisation has remained true to their origins;
focussed on grass-root conservation initiatives and a determination to
use art to raise vital funds and awareness, an element David, their founder,
would no doubt delight in.
We are delighted to continue to donate 10% of the proceeds from our
sales to DSWF, and it was with great pleasure that William was able to
announce his work has raised over £40,000 for a variety of charitable
organisations in the last two years.
Each print comes embossed with DSWF’s logo next to William’s signature.

With so much effort involved when creating William’s images, it is vital the
same attention to detail goes in to the printing and framing process. For
the last decade William has exclusively used PictureFrames, based in Dorset, a handful of miles from where he grew up. Their high end, museum
standard framing is of the highest calibre, matched by few in the U.K., and
ensures the perfect finish to William’s signature pieces.
Importantly, their production process is certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council, guaranteeing that the timber based products used
are sustainably and ethically sourced. Working with companies that share a
desire to operate sustainably is crucial to William, especially with so much
of his work immersed in the natural world.
Over the last decade, William and PictureFrames have crafted a
printing and framing pairing that best reflects the style of images,
combing a black ash frame with a glacier white mount. Each piece comes
with anti-reflective glass as standard, ensuring your art work has the best
possible impact in your home, while creating a timeless feel to the
contemporary photography.
Paper choice is as important as the frame, which is why the prints are
exclusively produced on Innova Etching 315 gsm cotton rag paper. This
highlights the softer tones in colour images while providing a vivid texture
to the contrast when printing in black and white. The quality of the
Canon Lucia inks ensures prints will remain in perfect condition for 80
years behind glass, ensuring William’s signature pieces do indeed last a
lifetime.
Each print comes personally signed and editioned by William.
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